
ART. XIX. — Provincial Culture and "The Penny Brotherhood": The case of Joseph 
Richardson. By PETER LUCAS. 

Read at Hull, September loth, 1978. 

ON 5 July, 1855, the 28-column Middlesbrough Weekly News and Cleveland 
Advertiser appeared, "the first full-sized newspaper published in the North Riding 

of Yorkshire", and a member of "the penny brotherhood".' The repeal of the 
advertisement duty in 1853 and of the compulsory stamp in 1855 enabled 36-year old 
Joseph Richardson to replace his monthly broadsheet, the Middlesbrough Chronicle, and 
meet the need for an organ of news and opinion in a rapidly growing industrial town, 
earning for himself the title of "father of newspaper enterprise in Middlesbrough".2  

Though professedly "bound by the claims of no party", his paper's leaning was Liberal, 
and contributed to the intensification of that trend in the provincial press of the time.3  It 
shared another characteristic with its contemporaries, being "published at a loss for at 
least five years", for Richardson was in "low water" financially in 1858; indeed, 
insolvent.4  From about 186o it began to make money, "but it had saddled the proprietor 
with liabilities which were a drag upon him for the next three or four years".5  

In 1859 the circulation of the Middlesbrough Weekly News rose from 1,800 on 22 
January, 1859, to 2,600 by 27 August. This enabled it to appeal for more advertisements, 
an appeal launched in a town with a population steadily approaching 20,000.6  His was 
not the only paper, for the town was served by the conservative Stockton Herald, the 
Liberal Stockton Gazette, the Liberal Hartlepool Mercury, and the Liberal Whitby 
Gazette. The oldest of these was the Mercury. The Middlesbrough Weekly News' boast 
was that to be a "reflex" it was necessary to be printed and published in the town.' But in 
I 86o yet another appeared: John Jordison's Liberal-Conservative Middlesbrough Times. 
Richardson noted the arrival "as a duty falling upon our shoulders as journalists, no 
matter what private and petty chagrin we might experience", and wished it "every 
success". He was confident that people would continue to buy his newspaper. Efforts 
would continue to make the Middlesbrough Weekly News "a first-class local reference, a 
staunch advocate of progress, and as far as possible a reflex of the times. Not the 
Middlesbrough Times, of course".8  

The competition, however, was no joke. There was bitterness about the "Post Office 
paper", for Jordison was post-master, and eventually the circulation figures ceased to be 
given.9  In a series of "Facts", expressed rather ironically in the manner of a Thomas 
Gradgrind, for he was poet rather than statistician, Richardson gave his commercial 
philosophy. He "personally superintends his Business", as letter-press, lithographic, and 
copper-plate printer; his "establishment is replete with every Facility"; he "employs none 
but the best Workmen"; he "estimates for any order ..."; his "motto is (and ever has 
been) — `Neatness, Cheapness, and Punctuality' "; and he operated "on the principle 
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of Small Profits and Quick Returns".10  By April, 1863, he was in court, owing 
£I,o6o. 14s. 5d. and having £200 of book debts.'1  In 1863 he had sold the Weekly News 
to Joseph Gould, bookseller, stationer, newsagent, and general printer. According to his 
own account, he "was reluctantly compelled to part with it at a great sacrifice". He 
blamed his having to give up the paper on "pressur (sic) put upon the publisher by 
influence in high quarters"; it had exposed "fearsly all abauses (sic), and mismanagement 
of the Ratepayers' money".12  

So in October, 1863, Richardson, his wife and five children migrated to Kendal, a 
manufacturing town of 12,000 inhabitants. Here, despite the existence of two newspapers 
— the Westmorland Gazette and the Kendal Mercury — Richardson (who had taken "large 
premises in Highgate, directly opposite the Town Hall") issued the Kendal Times, 
Westmorland Reporter and Lake District Advertiser, "the first penny paper in Westmor-
land". Between 6 p.m. and Io p.m. on 2 January 1864, 2,064 copies of the first issue 
"were sold over the counters".13  The number — which rose to more than 3,000 — suggests 
a high level of literacy in the town. Ironically, on the very same day, the penny Kendal 
Herald appeared in the Market Place, published by James Atkinson, of 154 Strickland-
gate.14  Richardson did not stay long in Kendal, selling his paper to Edward Gill. Later 
he was to write that "because he had almost revoluntioned the Town by the Establishe-
ment of a Cheap press he made many oponents in influencial quarters and very few 
Friends (sic) ...".15  He exaggerated his effect. If his "exchequer" was "getting gradually 
smaller", the causes would seem to have included severe competition and his inability to 
sustain losses over a long period — he put £300 into the newspaper enterprise.16  

This time he responded to an invitation from James Ramsden, of the Furness Railway 
Company. Barrow, with a population of little over 8,000 in 1864, was on the point of 
striking growth. It would number 18,911 in 1871, a conjectured 30,000-35,000 in 1873-
74, and 47,259  in 1881.17  As in America, "journalists moved with the Indian fighters, the 
railway pioneers, the cowboys ...".1S Ramsden's interest was aroused by a plan for a 
branch railway from the Furness line, branching off at Arnside by Meathop point, the 
terminus to be at Bowness. "Get your plant removed to Barrow, and I will keep you fully 
employed", the resident director of the new railway is said to have written.19  Ramsden 
could not have suspected that he was offering a home to a future critic. He probably felt at 
the time that Richardson would be useful in helping Barrow to become known, for 
Barrow's only newspaper, the Herald, was not an organ of his group, being too 
sympathetic to the working man. 

The first number of the Barrow Times was published on 6 January, 1866, "the first 
penny paper in Barrow".20  Until the expiration of the Highgate tenancy, Richardson 
carried on business in both Kendal and Barrow, a daughter and a son managing the 
Barrow end, and the Barrow Times was for a time printed in Kendal.21  For two years the 
Barrow Times was a weekly, after which it became a bi-weekly. It was bought by 
Ramsden.22  Richardson failed in 1867 and was bankrupt in 1869.23  He last published the 
Barrow Times on 29 April, I 871. In the late sixties Richardson supplemented the Barrow 
Times with a sheet called the Bee. At one time he claimed a combined weekly circulation 
of 5,500. The Bee was not unnoticed; the Barrow Herald made sarcastic reference to it.24  

When the Barrow Times was taken over, Richardson apparently signed a declaration 
that he would not start "another newspaper within seven years".25  No doubt it was 
thought that this would effectively gag him. Ramsden assured Richardson that no job 
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printing would be done.26  Richardson, who found it "rather difficult ... to remain with 
his mind unoccupied",27  began the Vulcan, providing "satire and humour" at 2d. for 
sixteen quarto pages, on 3 June, 1871, and adding to the large number of comic prints in 
Victorian England.28  It appeared at least until 15 December 1871. The next copy extant is 
dated 23 August, 1873. To win readers he contributed to a popular art form that reached 
its peak during mid-Victorian England,29  by including cartoons in Vulcan "executed in 
the highest style of the art of wood engraving".30  Vulcan's arrival distressed Ramsden, 
and the Furness Railway Company solicitors gave warning to Richardson of an action for 
breaking the agreement. Richardson replied that if they were ignorant as to what was a 
newspaper he wasn't, and he would not abandon Vulcan.31  In 1873 Ramsden's company, 
the Barrow Printing and Publishing Company, was formed and annoyed local journalists 
by job printing. To circumvent the agreement a company was formed in 1874 which 
enabled Richardson to print and publish the Vulcan as a bi-weekly newspaper. "John 
Lump" (Richardson) pointed to a conspiracy inspired by Ramsden to close the 
newspaper.32  Certainly there was a dispute within the company, which collapsed after less 
than three months with a number of victims, including Richardson himself who claimed 
to be the one who suffered most.33  On 5 December, 1874, Vulcan was published on behalf 
of "a few private gentlemen", as a small review, by D. Muncaster, at 7 Cavendish 
Chambers, at the corner of Duke and Cavendish Streets, and continued at least as late as 
20 March, 1875. The new owners declared that the affairs of the company had been 
"disgracefully managed".34  Vulcan later became a bi-weekly newspaper opposing 
Ramsden and his colleagues and published by the Furness Conservative Newspaper 
Company at 2, the Strand. Joseph Richardson does not appear to have been involved with 
the company.35  The paper was still being published in 1881. 

Fittingly, Richardson was publishing Vulcan in its last years. In 1877 he had brought 
out a "periodical with cartoons monthly entitled the Satirist," which ended after twelve 
months in March, 1878, "the depression being so keenly felt amongst all classes".36  After 
a long struggle, in 188o he completed his "sumptuous" Furness Past and Present begun in 
187o in parts. The History of Cleveland: Ancient and Modern remained unfinished 
because of a dispute.37  Vulcan, as a small weekly, reappeared on 6 October, 1883, printed 
and published in Dalkeith Street. Richardson made it a full-sized newspaper again on 17 
April, 1886. It last appeared on 14 August. In vain he offered to hand it over "without fee 
or reward" before going to London at the age of 67 to begin a printing business.38  

Richardson's operations as a printer and newspaper publisher coincided with the 
efflorescence of a "literature of success". How to get on? Everyone wanted to know. There 
was a "widespread need for social and personal adjustment in the new industrial society 

" 39 Success in Life was published anonymously in 1852,40  at the time when 
Richardson embarked upon his journalistic career by publishing the Literary Pilot in 
Middlesbrough. Seven years later came Samuel Smiles' Self-Help, Character in 1871, 
Thrift in 1875, and Duty in 1880. James Ramsden's "career ... had it reached fruition 
somewhat earlier, would certainly have engrossed the attention of a Samuel Smiles";4' 
Richardson's was in many respects a failure. Financially, his career was punctuated by 
insolvency and adverse court judgements, and in Barrow he attracted scorn from the 
start. His Middlesbrough period ended with him owing over LI,000; the Kendalians failed 
to support him comprehensively enough; he was bankrupt in 1869; the Vulcan Company 
involved him and others in loss; and Furness Past and Present and Cleveland: Ancient and 
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Modern proved costly, Furness, begun in 1870, cost £4,500 to produce and was "as a 
speculation ... a financial failure ..."; Cleveland resulted in financial problems.42  In his 
last years there was a Freemasonry appeal on his behalf, he pursued hopes of money from 
a relative in Australia, and he sought work for his wife as a printer's reader.43  He had to 
sell, reluctantly, his Middlesbrough Weekly News, and later his Kendal Times and 
Barrow Times. A contemporary's belief that "newspapers, if they are meant to prosper 
and to be really useful to the public, are and must be business concerns almost before 
anything else" was challenged by Richardson's ambitious activities.44  Politically, he failed 
to become a town councillor, albeit missing by the narrowest of margins and next time 
finishing last in a four-sided poll,45  and his opinion of his influence must be modified. He 
did not complete Cleveland. Personally, he felt hard done by, that the prominence he 
considered he had deserved had not been his.46  

Samuel Smiles' "qualities necessary to ensure success" were "not at all extraordinary. 
They may, for the most part, be summed up in these two — common-sense and 
perseverance".47  At a time when upward social mobility depended less on schooling than 
persisting and being enterprising,48  Richardson had the capacity to work hard, but his 
industry and enterprise were deflected by enthuiasms and a lack of commonsense — 
witness, for example, the seeming extravagance of his celebration of Shakespeare's 
tercentenary during his short stay in Kendal, his starting Cleveland: Ancient and Modern 
before completing Furness Past and Present, the criticisms made of the management of 
the first Vulcan newspaper.49  It seems he had to "think big" when steady application to 
ever larger goals might have served him better. In court he was criticised for carelessness 
in his book-keeping, and court reports suggest a lack of those methodical habits of mind of 
which Smiles approved.S° For a role far removed from a Smilesian model, however, he 
may be thought to have had more appropriate qualities. 

Richardson spoke his mind, without necessarily first counting the cost, and probably 
enraged or at least exasperated many people. An opponent would have seen him as 
excitable and tiresome, a publicity-seeker who thought he was more important than he 
actually was, contentious and extravagant, and perhaps worse. A friend might well have 
seen a man who inspired affection, who was open, imaginative and busy. Opponent and 
friend would have agreed that he was a character; "Joseph" in his heyday was known.5' 
His outspokenness lost him friends and customers (among the middle and working 
classes), but he could make friends as well as lose them. The world, he thought, had 
conspired to defeat him, to "kick him out" in spite of the public service he had rendered. 
That he could survive financial setbacks, loss of friendships, a chequered career in three 
Northern towns, testifies to physical and mental toughness and resilience, a thick skin, 
and possibly (for he seems to have made more than just the "prudent" marriage advised 
by the "literature of success") to "a loving and affectionate partner for over 38 years".52  
But he knew his own worth and he had a strong sense of humour. 

When the Middlesbrough Weekly News came out it was the first "distinctly local full-
sized newspaper" in the town,S3  then of over I I,000 inhabitants, and Richardson must 
therefore be allowed to have made a substantial contribution to the development of public 
spirit in an "inevitably unpolished" place.S4  It was also a town managed for a long while 
by a small number of capitalists.55  By providing a newspaper, Richardson was making a 
contribution which enabled Robert Vaughan to refer to the "unavoidable intercourse" 
stimulated by industrial towns as "this greatest of free schools".S6  In Kendal and Barrow 
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newspapers were already being published when Richardson arrived, although not penny 
ones. 

In the Middlesbrough Weekly News, Richardson was adept in exploiting Yorkshire 
dialect to censure municipal authorities for conducting badly local affairs and wasting 
ratepayers' money, to point out things that needed doing, and to provide a running social 
commentary. Dialect was a homely way for this shaman figure to identify with his fellow 
denizens on whose behalf he interceded. Here was the "crisis" that called for a shaman: 
the raw and rapid process in which strangers became a community. Richardson used the 
open door of journalism to exploit his peculiar temperament and talents and to arm 
himself with the tools with which to endeavour to protect others. His career, initiated 
neither by sponsorship nor selection, illustrates additional functions claimed for shamans. 
Shamans can be, as Richardson was, a source of aesthetic pleasure.57  

An arbitrary examination of the. Weekly News finds John Lump criticising "vollunteer 
rifle curse muvement ... Fur ma part ah wad rather a seen t'muney expended ie summat 
more likely te benefit mankind, fur instance, mecanick's institushuns; they've getten a 
tidy nice un at Millsbro, an need a bit ov a lift to help em ..."; describing "T'awd 
wimmen at Millsbro" who "spend ther tarm it pot-houses drinking rum, gin, and whiskey, 
an finish up wie Nockem-down Tommy, an a fine a ten bob; bairns runnin aboot wie bare 
feet ..."; attacking the way a local organisation was run; demanding "a refurm ie 
Common Lodging Houses, an a refurm ie them at keeps em" because "these pleaces as 
they noo exist is wat ah call trainin skeals fur thievs an pickpockets; if nut receivin houses 
fur stolen property, they're receivin houses fur vagabonds, prosetutes, an robbers"; 
replying to the Tory Stockton Herald on behalf of the labouring man over franchise 
proposals; and remonstrating about the inconvenience of break-downs in gas supply." 
The target of the last was John Dunning, pluralist functionary in Middlesbrough, where 
"a really true machine of local government did not as yet exist".59  

... ivery neet thou't week, just it middle at thrang in iverybody's shop, t'gas gans oot, and 
leeaves em all ie darkness, Ah war sea taen be surprise last Setterday neet as Ah war ganning 
alang Durham-street, T'lamps all went oot an' Ah gand bump up agean t'Mechanics' lamp post 
an' sent me nose tut wrang side a me feeace, at that tarm oot comes a rush oot at Mechanics' 
Institute, an' sent ma reelin' agean t'next lamp-post wie't back ov me heead. Ah wish a cartain 
chap's fingers 'ad been atween t'post an' my heead at tarm, sum on em oot at t'reedin' room war 
rarly vexed, they war it t'middle of a very intrestin' article. At seam tarm a lot a fokes cum oot at 
playhoose, an' didn't they swear aboon a bit, an' wished (—), heer Ah lost t'sentence, which 
finished wie summat aboot Dunn-in, but whether they ment at they had been Dunn in-side be't 
chap at play-hoose, or they wish'd they'd hawd at Miss-Manager at gas-works, Ah cudn't say, but 
Ah think it war Muster Dunnin' they ment, an' Ah waddent a liked te a been him cummin' 
roond t'Royal curner at that tarm, cause he's play'd em same farce noo for sum tarm, an' they 
deant like't, they's nay comick part in't ... . 

In a town that "went in for drinking, fighting, and prostitution, as well as working, 
religious enthusiasm and the determined development of both friendly societies and trades 
unions", this was serious.6o 

Richardson appears to have conjured up a brotherhood, including, in the Kendal 
Times, "Siman Diggel, of Keepemreet Cottage, Kendal", who wrote "on things ets 
gaan".61  Early in January, 1864, "Diggel and Co., Ratepayers, Kendal" pointed out that 
"chaps et sits e't counsel" had "meaad owar free" with ratepayers' money "on sum 
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okkasuns in 1863".62  Richardson's protestations here and in Barrow and Middlesbrough 
can be understood as part of the evolution of municipal government analysed by E. P. 
Hennock in Fit and Proper Persons.63  Wealthy councillors, 

although certainly large ratepayers, could afford municipal extravagances that would crush the 
smaller man. They were, therefore, hardly the proper guardians of the small tradesmen, heavily 
rated for their shops, whose savings were often invested in a house or two.ó4  

Towns had to have undertakings that cost a lot of money, but the carrying out of the 
policies was subject to a good deal of debate.65  Thus Diggel stated that his letter was "a 
sooart ov noatis" to the councillors, "ta let em kna et we hey gean in for keepin ooar een 
on em".66  

Siman Diggel was joined in the correspondence columns by others, including "Tommy 
Twosoarts", of "Nibblewick cottage, Trootbeck", "Kestur Purple" of "Hewse ov 
Correckshun Hill" with his "thowts obewt Kendal", and "Jonathan Jams", also of 
"Hoose a Krexshen Hill", who, referring to a dispute in the council, said: "Iv ooar street 
we konsider it sad wark et fellahs et kose thersels t'leedin' chaps et toon, sud set us sic 
selfish examples".67  Subjects included the police, drunks, justice, nuisances, gaslight in 
the streets, and loafers. The political challenge is to be seen in Isaac Dow writing to "his 
friend Tom": "Was't screw put on, at all't big wurks!" and requesting Tom to let him 
know.68  "Viable class relations" there may have been during this period, but there would 
have been many a nod during Siman Diggel's exploration of the interface between the 
classes in having a go at the "fine fellahs" on the Rifle Ball committee who wouldn't let 
the Kendal Times reporter "to ther stir".69  

Kestur Purple expressed concern on 18 November, 1865, that the River Kent might 
become "a reglar `suff' " for the town's "muck un filth" and rob "us warkin' chaps ov ewr 
nice wauk e summer, alung t'banks ..., becose it'll stink moast dredfully". Richardson, 
who campaigned throughout his career for better sanitary conditions, had come from a 
town whose very site nobody would have selected if people had been more important than 
coal.70  

The rulers of the new town of Barrow were absorbed in their industrial designs; social 
services lagged. "It was not that Devonshire and his colleagues were consciously inhuman, 
or even that they lacked a sense of duty; the system of which they were a part was itself 
dehumanised".71  Richardson was not alone in pushing for a hospital, but he did give it his 
support, and promised to get "free nurses from the Middlesbrough Cottage Hospital".72  
In the Barrow Times "Daniel Dabbs, Brickmecker" urged Barrovians to imitate 
Middlesbrough.73  

Fancy a chap wot's a straynger (un we'er ole strayngers heer) — well, thers noaboddy akin to him 
but wot lives scooars a miles off; this chap gets varry ill lamed, happan boath his legs brockan, or 
else his yed split hoppen, or summat varry serias; ah want ta kno' weer t'poor fella wud be teckan 
to? 

Dabbs was "an awd acquaintence" of "Tommy Tackle", and in the Vulcan in 1871 a 
cousin of John Lump, "Tommy Tires", writing "i' my father's smithy, Millsbro", 
criticised Middlesbrough council and magistrates, and later "Mike Dogherty's Letter to 
his Uncle Tim at Ulverston" related the doings of "our modern Canaan", "our dear little 
Chicago", of the "Schiave Works" (Jute Works), and "Sir Jimmy Weasel" (Ramsden) in 
a "drunken" orthography.74  The "Local Gossip" column, signed "For Mrs. Cavendo 
Tutus, Erimus" (Cavendo Tutus being the Devonshire motto, Erimus that of 
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Middlesbrough), enabled Richardson to attack, for example, the use of youngsters as 
chimney sweeps, give news of works to be started (for at this time he was close to the 
Ramsdenites), expose needs and nuisances, hint at a "wrinkle", and urge the search for 
coal.75  

Vulcan, Barrow's Punch, deserves particular note. It was not unique as a humorous 
critic of local government. Birmingham, for example, pacemaking in municipal affairs, 
had its Town Crier, whose "particular target was petty and undignified conduct on 
the part of councillors .. .".76  Vulcan "will ... fear nobody ... and ... endeavour to 
forge weapons wherewith the burgesses shall be able to defend themselves against 
Municipal tyranny and incapacity .. .".77  

Richardson attended to both his two new towns — Vulcan circulated in both, with its 
early issues at least — and conditions in both Middlesbrough and Barrow were commented 
upon.78  The Middlesbrough Exchange interpreted it as an effort "to unite the two 
working communities in a humouristic sense".79  In this, perhaps, it was unique. 

Devices were varied. Under the heading "Barrow Sanitary Committee" a series of 
questions "the Mayor and his coadjutors have not at present submitted ... to the 
physicians (pure or otherwise), surgeons and medical officers of the town and district" 
included: "If the Corporation were to ask you to become a witness for them in any action 
for nuisance, could you smell a rat?"80  "Epitaphs on local celebrities" included one on 
the borough surveyor: 

He tore up our pavements and put down our sewers, 
But laid them too much on a level; 
He involved us in loss, but he cared not a toss, 
So may be he's gone to the devil.81  

"Supplementary Bye Laws" supposed to have been agreed upon by the General Purposes 
Committee included: 

That not more than twenty persons be allowed to occupy a sleeping apartment, the cubical 
content of which is only sufficient for two. 
That at the monthly meetings of the council it shall be considered unparliamentary on the 
part of any Councillor to put a question to any Chairman of Committee, to which the said 
Chairman cannot give a satisfactory answer.82  

Vulcan particularly enjoyed singling out Ramsden for special treatment. In the 
"Barrow Ballads" series there was one on "Dancing Jimmie": 

Oh, wonderful luck by Jove is this, 
And a wonderful man am I, 
I came up to Barrow a chrysalis 
And I've turned out a butterfly. 

This ends up with: "I mean to have my own way".83  A little later came the remark that 
"The Corporation of this borough consists, as was said of another illustrious body, of 
fifteen ciphers and one great I", an attack on corporation borrowing.84  In the 188os 
Money was quoted as saying " Jemmy' and his Duke may be big men from the Barrow 
point of view, but they are sorry financiers".85  "What Outsiders Say Of Him" was 
followed by: "Sir James Ramsden at one time trundled his Barrow to the entire 
satisfaction of himself and the group of lunatics who were foolish enough to participate 
in his perilous Blondin-like career".86  Ramsden's family shared in the attacks. "Is it true 
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that Frederick Ramsden, Esq., went into a signal box the other day and reprimanded the 
signal man for smoking during work hours, and yet the minute previous he had just 
given up smoking himself? If it is, has he got no work hours, or has he different rules to 
obey to anybody else?"87  Mike Dogherty said Ramsden "loiks to put the screw on to 
iveybody",88  and a cartoon appeared of Ramsden dressed as the cardinal and entitled 
"Weasel, The Modern Wolsey".89  

Richardson described himself to electors as "the Poor Man's Friend", "a Terror to 
Evil Doers", "the Town Censor".90  The working-class voters gave him, in Dogherty's 
words, "a conspicuous place at the bottom of the poll, dishpite all he's dun fur the 
working clashis fur the lasht twinty years".91  But Richardson's activities were 
appreciated. When Charles Postgate wrote his history of Middlesbrough he gave several 
pages to the newspaper proprietor, and there was a presentation to him before he left in 
1863.92  In his Farewell Address to the Ratepayers of Barrow, Richardson said he was the 
"originator" of the Cottage Hospital, and made a similar claim about both shipbuilding 
on Old Barrow island and the Jute Works. Recommendations publicly expressed must be 
distinguished from actual decision-making, however, and he was not a member of the 
capitalist ruling group.93  In the Barrow Times in 1871 he claimed that he had been the 
instrument of initiating more postal services, ending bathing in the docks and improving 
the cattle market; that the early closing movement had started in his paper and the 
supply of water to Ireleth had been debated.94  Contemporaries protested about such 
claims, and the Barrow Herald's role was emphasised.95  In 1869 he made "a public-
spirited effort ... to secure adequate exploration of the coal measures which he was sure 
must eventually be found in proximity to the limestones of Furness". The Haematite 
Steel Company's borings resulted in the discovery of a large iron ore deposit at Stank.96  

Before he left for London in 1886 there was a presentation meeting, organised by a 
group of small businessmen led by Councillor J. S. Ormandy, the chemist.97  Aldermen 
and councillors were there. 

Whatever Joseph Richardson may have done or not done (and he was apt to make exaggerated 
claims for the results of his own agitations) he taught the newer men to qualify and modify their 
respect for the high and mighty, and they appreciated it.98  

Pride in his community's particularity (as well as commercial enterprise) can be seen 
in Richardson's other publishing ventures. In Middlesbrough the monthly Literary Pilot 
was bound in a shilling volume called Railway Reading, an early response by the 
publisher to the new opportunities offered by an expanding railway network.99  His town 
"fascinated the Victorians" with its foretaste of things to come,'°° and its inhabitants 
were necessarily newcomers. "Throughout its history the `great type of the iron age' has 
been dedicated to the view that a town is the place where people live, as uniformly as they 
may, in the trivial hours between the shifts".101  Richardson brought out "A View of the 
Extensive Ironworks of Messrs Bolckow and Vaughan, in tints", and in the same year, 
"in tinted lithography, a view of South-street; also a view of Mr. Anderson's New 
Buildings, and a view of Hownes Gill Viaduct". These sketches had been done by a 
London artist, who also drew "a splendid view of the whole town" to finish the series. 
"As souvenirs for distant friends, they will be extremely appropriate".102  

In Kendal, following in the footsteps of that celebrated woman journalist, Harriet 
Martineau, whose guide appeared in 1855, he published in 1864 A Guide to the Lakes at 
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3s. by George King Matthews, extracts from whose writings appeared in the Kendal 
Times, and his own shilling Guide to the Lakes — an indication. that a particular variety 
of tourist was coming to the lakes.103  Richardson assisted them further; he ran a service 
for visitors wanting information about lodgings or furnished apartments, and he 
published visitors' lists.104  He also published ten editions of a souvenir called Our 
Beautiful Mountains, which had twelve views. The tourist could buy these steel-engraved 
views "on note-paper at one penny each, or mounted on finely-pressed card for the 
purpose of framing, at sixpence each". Richardson had taste and style, and visiting 
purchasers no doubt agreed that "no views which have hitherto appeared are so chaste 
and faithful".105 J. D. Marshall writes in Old Lakeland of this time "that a sizeable 
section of the British public, not all of it middle class, was learning to treasure the Lake 
District as part of its national heritage, and the consequences of this were to be 
incalculable".106  

It will be recalled that Ramsden's attention was drawn to Richardson by the latter's 
scheme for a branch railway from Arnside to Bowness, which was published in the 
Kendal Times and was designed to improve access to the Lakes. Richardson's knowledge 
of tourism no doubt inspired the publication of several cartoons about that activity in 
Vulcan.107  

On a different note, Richardson was publishing in Kendal at the time of the Sheffield 
Flood and readers of the Kendal Times, unlike those of the Westmorland Gazette and 
Kendal Mercury, had the advantage of seeing twelve engravings of the damage caused by 
that disaster.108  This piece of journalistic enterprise, which quite obviously brightened up 
a "black paper", does not seem to have been repeated; Richardson was with his fellows in 
being orthodox in newspaper presentation.109  

His most noted publication outside of newspapers was Furness Past and Present, at 
that time "the most complete and exhaustive History of Furness ever published", 
comprising on completion "two Demy Quarto volumes, containing 12 portraits on steel, 
by Roffe, 6o whole page illustrations in tinted lithography, and about 6o wood 
engravings".110  The Journalist report of the presentation to the publisher, records the 
draper Beck as saying that Richardson "had excelled himself. It was no small thing to 
give to the world such a work as that, and it was no exaggeration to say that that work 
would live long after Mr. Richardson had ceased to be"."' Like many other 
newspapermen, Richardson enriched his community in this way, part of a tradition that 
emphasised the value of intimate knowledge of a district's history and antiquities. The 
story is told that as a youth, Richardson subscribed to Walker Ord's History of Cleveland 
when it was being published by William Braithwaite, of Stokesley. He apparently said at 
that time that he would publish the next history of the district.112  True or not, this he 
began to do, having been prevailed upon by the ironmaster, H. W. F. Bolckow. It was a 
mistake to do this before completing Furness, as Richardson subsequently discovered, 
and not surprising that a contemporary journal should remark that "It is not often that a 
publisher is to be found with energy, tact, and perseverance enough to carry on the 
publication of two large topographical works simultaneously with each other, and to pay 
the same unwearied attention to one and to the other"."3  The reviewer was most 
impressed by the first parts of both works, and the Liverpool Daily Courier spoke of 
"superb specimens of book making",114  but simultaneous production delayed Furness 
and made it a failure as a financial enterprise, and a dispute with Bolckow's nephew 
Carl, who held on to the Revd. J. C. Atkinson's remaining manuscripts, resulted in the 
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History of Cleveland: Ancient and Modern being completed only as far as the nineteenth 
part. It was a great disappointment to Richardson, who, in response to many inquiries, 
explained in the Middlesbrough Exchange why it could not be completed. The publisher 
did, however, have the consolation of the expression of favourable comments on his work 
in "over one hundred papers". "5  t5 
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